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ABSTRACT 
Proper application of kitchen ventilation hood 

designs has been difficult for several reasons, including: 
1. Codes vary widely. Some areas require little or no 

testing and impose no restrictions on hood designs. Other 
areas require hoods to meet the requirements of several 
code agencies and use excessive quantities of exhaust 
and supply air. 

2. Cooking equipment served by ventilation hoods 
varies greatly in its heat, grease, and smoke output. 

3. Exaggerated claims and scientifically unfounded 
designs and theories have caused many architects and 
engineers to specify equipment based on unrealistic 
expectations. 

4. No uniformly accepted method of testing hood per
formance has been established. 

This paper examines the performance of the most 
common hood designs in an effort to determine the best 
application and credibility of each design. It gives results 
of field tests on two hood designs. The paper a/so 
examines other factors that contribute to efficient opera
tion of kitchen ventilation equipment. 

INTRODUCTION 
Determining 1he qua ntity of exhaust that will ade

q uately ventilate the contaminants produced by a line of 
cooking equipment can be a difftcUll procedure. There are 
many factors to be considered , including the amount of 
heal, grease. and smoke p roduced by the cooking equip
ment; code requirer11ents ; room drafts; HVAC sys tem 
design: and hood design. Several methods of determining 
the proper level of exhaust for cooking equipment ventila
tion hoods have been developed The tt1ree most common 
methods will be briefly discussed. 

Tl1e best known method for determining exl1aust for 
ventilation hoods is set forth in NFPA 96 (NFPA 1980). The 
method presented in this standard bases its calculation on 
maintaining a given velocity of 100 to 150 fpm (0.508 to 
0 762 mis) into the hood capture area Th e exhaust quan· 
trti es pred icted by this methocl prove to be far greater than 
what is actually necessary 1n almost ever11 case: 

Whil e using the exhaust qurJ.nt1t1cs calculated by this 
procedure will ensure c apture t!1r~re ;ire cJrav.i t.J acks to 

using this method. By exhausting large quantities of air 
from the kitchen, a great deal of conditioned room air is lost 
from the building. Therefore, large quantities of make-up 
air (M UA) must be brought back into the building. Depend
ing on the geographical location of the building, the cost 
of tempering the MUA could be quite expensive. To help 
alleviate this cost , the short-circuit-type hood was devel
oped. This type of hood delivers untempered MUA into the 
capture area, where it can be exhausted without affecting 
the kitchen environment. 

Other hood designs were developed with various 
MUA diffuser locations and designs to help reduce the 
amount of tempered MUA needed, each with its own 
benefits and drawbacks. The use of compensating hoods 
to meet exhaust quantities required by code and reduce 
the amount of tempered MUA required will be discussed 
in detail later in the paper. 

A more accurate method for determining the exhaust 
required to ventilate a particular line of cooking equipment 
is by estimating the amount of heated air produced by 
each piece of equipment. An example of this method is 
shown in a ventilation hood manufac.turer's application 
guideline (GFC 1981). The air stream rising lrom the equip
ment can be approximated most closely by treating the 
process as natural convection from a hot body. The grease 
and smoke created during the cooking process are 
entrained in the rising heated air stream and are carried 
up to the hood by the natural buoyancy of the heated air 
(Hatch and Barron-Oronzco 1957). Therefore, if the heated 
air stream produced by th·~ cooking equipment is cap 
lured, a ll the grease and smoke produced will also 
be exhausted 

To make calculations easier and because of the large 
variation in design, size. and heat output of cooking equip 
ment. this method groups equipment into classes. A verti
cal updraft velocity is assigned to each class of equiprne:1' 
based on the heat rise predicted from the equipme;1t Tl ~ .s 

velocity is multiplied by the area of the cooking surl ace to 
calculate an exhaust elm After calculating the exl1aust 
needed to ventilate the equipment by this procedu:e 2:1 

additional amount of exh aust must be added to ensur·e <l'' 
adequate velocity into th e capture area in areas CO\'c'~:t• c1 

by the hood where t11ere is no equiprne11t to p1 oviei·J :.-1' ' . 

heat ri se into the canopy Th is adcill1onal exhaus: .,., '' c;c · · 
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Figure 1 Typical contaminant escape 

tain the surges of heat produced by the cooking process 
as they fill up the hood and try to escape from the capture 
area (Figure 1). 

While this method of predicting exhaust gives reason
able results, it has several drawbacks. The method only 
approximates the heat produced by the equipment; the 
accuracy of this method depends on how well the equip
ment covered fits into the class to which it is assigned. This 
method of exhaust calculation can be quite time consum
ing, especially when information on the cooking equip
ment is not readily available. In some cases. due to short 
lead times and lack of information, the precise equipment 
layout 1s not available to the company or individual deter
mining the necessary level of exhaust. Anotl1er drawback 
of this method is that it is not recognized by any of the appli 
cable codes as an acceptable method of determining th e 
proper exhaust for a ventilation hood. 

Another method employed to size ventilation hood 
exhaust is the hood's UL classificat1011 or l1st1nq Under 
writers Laboratories (UL) tests ventila1i0'1 noods with a sta: 1-

dard1zed grease and srnoke tes1 d s:g: 1 · o ou 111tc11 e 
actual cooking conditions. A 3 It by 211 (091 11 1 nv O." .o 
m) electric 15.5 kW gril11s set a! max1m,1m I 1ct:1 nrl In, rJ. .• rj 
with 1/3 lb (0. 151 kg) b g8rs mac).; o. 701'''J 1~.l.i n 1)001 Tl H~ 

burgers are cooked for five minutes, flipped, and cooked 
for five minutes more. If any grease or smoke escapes from r
the hood, it fails the test and the hood is retested at a higher 
exhaust cfm. The exhaust cfm is measured before each 
test by performing a duct traverse. The test is performed on 
a 4 ft (1.22 m) hood and the longest length hood to be 
served by one exhaust duct (typically 10 ft to 12 ft (3.05 to 
3.66 m)) . The grill is centered under the 4 ft (1.22 m) hood 
and positioned at the end of the longer hood. The grill is 
located 6 in (0.152 m) off the wall and 6 in (0.152 m) from the 
end of the hood during the test . Similar grill placement is 
used in island hood tests, except the back of the grill is 
located 6 in (0.152 m) from the centerline of the hood. The 
hood's performance in this test is recorded in terms of 
exhaust cfm per linear foot of hood. This rating is con
sidered valid for any width of hood as long as its width is 
equal to or greater than the width of the hood used during 
the test. 

This method of calculating exhaust has advantages 
and disadvantages. It is easy to calculate the exhaust elm 
needed by this method. However, because the method is 
based on an exhaust cfm measured in a test environment 
and the cooking equipment used in the test does not pro
duce as much heat and smoke as some other types of 
equipment (i .e., charbroilers), the exhaust cfm predicted 
may be less than what is actually required. The UL 
classification and listing both state that the level of exhaust 
specified by the test is a minimum value. In compensating 
hoods, the supply cfm given in the UL listing and classifica-
tion is specified as a maximum. In some cases the UL- / 
specified minimum and maximum values will be ap
plicable: however, strong room drafts and/or high heat 
equipment will require ventilation hoods to use higher 
levels of exhaust and less supply air. While the values given 
by the UL listing and classification are not always ap
plicable, they provide a reference point from which to 
evaluate different hood designs relative to each other. 
NFPA 96. the Uniform Mechanical Code, and other na
tionally recognized code agencies allow the exhaust and 
supply values stated by a hood's UL listing and/or 
classification to supersede the requirements stated by their 
code, as long as the hood is installed in accordance with 
the terms of the hood's listing and the manufacturer's in
stallation instructions. The use of UL-specified minimum ex
haust values and maximum supply values over all types of 
cooking equipment and in all types of kitchen en
vironments has caused specification of ventilation equip
ment based on unrealistic expectations. This problem wi ll 
be discussed in more detail later in this paper. 

Local code officials have the final say in determining 
the acceptable level of exhaust and supply air for venti!a 
t1on hoods installed in areas under their jurisdiction 1 .. 1os t 
code officials accept the standards set forth by the NFP.i:l, 
and the Uniform Mechanical Code. As previous!)' sta:ec1. 
these codes recognize UL listed and classified hoods as 
accep!a!)le when set at the levels specified by ti le UL '.es1 
repo rt ::. However. some regions of the counu::.: reqvrc 
coo k1nq ec;u:pment ventilation l1oods to meet cr1te : a se1 
lorth IJV the c it·/ county. or state In certain c:irens s·.1c·: a::: 
Lci.s Vcryi s. h!V. and Irving . TX. tr1e local cod·:;s p ·ol-,:i~< <11"." 

tJS• :~ o~ sllr:ir1-c:1ctJiLtyue hrxicis Son1<~ areas 11:,r .... :; esta::· sil -
0d 1 IH:::;~ n\'Hi n1 i:;\!v1~J ior d(;f.~n~1!ninrJ exhaust re0: J·i en~ ·= r ~~~. 
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THE DRA\./ING SHDVS HOV AN HVAC DIFFUSER 
CAN CREATE AN AIR CURTAIN ALONG THE FACE 

OF A V ENTILATION HODD CAUSING CONTAMINANTS 
TD BE DRA V N OUT OF THS HODD 

Figure 2 Improperly placed diffuser 

and require a performance test of the hood. For these 
reasons, there is no clear-cut method for determining the 
exhaust requirement for ventilation hoods that will be 
universally acceptable. 

A major cause of unacceptable hood performance is 
the lack of coordination between the HVAC system and the 
ventilation hood system. Many times, the net air loss 
associated with the ventilation system is not considered 
when sizing the HVAC system outsidE? air requirements. 
The air lost from the kitchen rnust be replaced for the ven
tilation hood to work most efficiently. If the hood is operated 
in an environment with high negative pressure, the 
negative pressure created in the hood's capture area must 
compete with the negative pressure in the room to capture 
the contaminants. A large negative pressure in a building 
will cause room drafts to.change when a door or window 
is opened. As room drafts change. there is a higt1 probabili
ty the hood's capture ability will be adversely affected . In
sects. dust, and other unwanted debris and odors can be 
drawn into the kitchen when a door or window is opened 
if the kitchen has a high negative pressure. While the kit
chen should be negative in pressure with respect to the 
dining room to keep cooking odors in the kitchen, the 
negative pressure at the back door of the kitchen should 
never exceed 0.02 in of water (4.98 Pa) 

Anolher factor to be considered when designing 
HVAC systems for kitchens is the style and placement of dif
fuser and return grilles. Diffusers should dump the condi
tioned air into the kitchen and allow the drafts created by 
the ventilation hoods to move air throughout the kitchen . 
When diffusers throvv the air into the kitchen, the drafts 
created adversely affect the hood's performance A high 
velocity stream of air shoot111g out of a diffuser creates a 
pressure drop and dra1Ns the su rrouncfar ~J air into the 
stream Because t111 s air ':'.'::: be !Jlov,1i:1g cfown into the 
room ii ccin only act agci:ns: the 11at..1ra1 rise of con
ta11111·1a111s into the hoocf E'1d 1Ja11 ei s i1re ar1 excc;l ler1t 
means o'. c:orn bat1no room ciraf1s acJ:'3 1·sei\' affecting hood 
capture; B ~, oecrea·31nq 1he ;Y.:1 i:01c1cr o1 Ii 1e 1:ood 1hrougl 1 
'Nl11cl 1 ;:ii ~ can h0 cir.1 :.·:: inw: !·10 11001j \h,~ ci• :i'.i across I he 
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EXAMPLES OF' HVAC DIFFUSER AND RETURN GRILLE ARRANGEMENT THAT 
DO NOT ADVERSELY AF'F'ECT THE PERFORMANCE OF THE VENTILATION HOOD 

'Figure 3 Proper HVAC grille placement 

front edge of the hood is increased and the hood's ability 
to compete with room drafts is increased. End panels will 
block room drafts directed along the length of the hood that 
would normally blow smoke and grease out f rem under the 
hood before they enter the hood's capture area. The HVAC 
diffusers cannot be placed close to lhe face al he hood or 
he air discharged will bounce off lhe hood lace and creale 
an air curtain. drawing smoke and grease lo the Iron eo~ -
o the hood and away from the filters (Figure 2) 

The best type of diffuser to use rs a perlorated I e
type design. Any diffuser that creates drafts or less hrin 50 
f pm (0.254 mis) at 6 ft (1.83 m) A. F.F. will be 1rleal Tile 11 
fusers should he pl .ced along the cooking line least 2· 
in (0.610 rn) frorn the ron f· ce of tile hooo Return~ rll !J, 
s11011ld be placed as rar wa 1 from the hood as . ossr!)le 
fJ return grille drawing 2100 cfm (9 t 2 U ·)f rom 11 c r!· .'11~:1 
fl c; h., SA!lle ex.!1 ust <is a tow-c 1 n ~; 11 • 1 1coci 1 11 !C' 1 · 
f\ (4.27 m) long. (SornG rnam1factu rcrs l1a'1e exl:aus! -onl\ 



canopy hoods UL-listed at exhaust cfm requirements as 
low as 150 elm [70.8 Us] per linear foot of hood.) Because 
the drafts created by return grilles are so strong , it is best 
to have a wall separating the return grilles from the ventila
tion hood when possible. Another way to limit the effect that 
return grilles have on the hood is by placing several dif
fusers between the hood and the return grille (Figure 3) . 
This should be done even If there is a wall between the 
hood and the return grille. The air discharged by the dif
fusers breaks up the drafts created by the return grille. This 
essentially hides the effects or the return grille from the 
hood. When a building has the proper amount of MUA to 
alleviate the negative pressure caused by the hood system 
and the HVAC diffusers and return grilles are properly plac
ed in the kitchen, the ventilation hood wil l perform at its 
maximum potential and efficiency. 

The hood design is another major factor affecting the 
amount of exhaust needed to adequately ventilate a line of 
cooking equipment. While the primary purpose of ventila
tion hoods is to exhaust contaminants produced by the 
cooking process. the hood's effect on the kitchen environ
ment and cooking process whi le performing this test can 
also be a major consideration when choosing a hood, By 
analyzing the airflow patterns created by various hood 
designs and testing the performance of these designs 
under various conditions, a more educated choice can be 
made when selecting a hood to satisfy the needs of a par· 
ticular cooking application and/or the concerns of the con
sumer purchasing the ventilation system. 

HOOD DESIGN 
There are two basic types of ventilation hoods

canopy and low proximity or backshelf hoods. The canopy 
hood Is typically mounted 78 in (1 .98 m) A .F. F. and ts sized 
to overhang the cooking equipment. Most codes require 
t'1e hood to overhang th e cooking equipment by 6 in 
(0.152 m) on each end and along the front edge. The side 
overhang requirement can be eliminated ii the end of ll1e 
hood is mounted against a wall or if end panels are used. 
Some areas require more overhang, pa rt icularly when the 
hood covers charbroilers or other high-heal-producing 
equipment . The canopy hood is designed to col lect the 
heat. grease. and smoke as they rise ott lhe cooking equip
ment and lo contain these contaminants in the capture 
area of the hood until they can be exhausted. Because the 
cooking process produces surges of heat, contaminants 
will try to roll out of the capture area 1n regions along the 
perimeter of the hood where 11 overhangs the equipment 
(Figures 1 and 1a). In this reg ion. t11ere is no rising air 
stream to lif t the contaminants rnto the hood. Therefore. the 
hood must use make-up air or additional exhaust to create 
a draft along the hood's perimeter to contain t11is rollout 
The different methods of introducing MUA will be dis 
cussed as each canopy hood design 1s analyzed A d1sad· 
vantage of the canopy llood 1s the drastic elfec room raf s 
have on t ~us type of hoods performance. Typrc II} . tho 
cookingequ1pment1s31!to f (0.9i to 1219m) I e owlhr. 
hood. allow1n room drafts to blo .. vcontaminan ou f ro1 11 
under the hood before they rise 1n1.o the caDture a1eC:1 

The backshelf hood is designed to hang very lov,110 
the cooking equipment and create a strong dr<lfl over tt1c 

cooking surface. This hood is sized to underhang the 
equipment; therefore, the draft created over the cooking 
surface must be strong enough to bring the contaminants 
into the hood before they rise above the hood's front edge. 
The backshelf hood must underhang the equipment so the 
cook can see what he or she is doing without stooping 
down (Figure 4). The draft across the cooking surface 
necessary to draw contaminants into the backshelf hood 
and capture them is typically 50 to 100 fpm (0.254 to 0.508 
mis). Because the backshelf hood sits so low to the equip
ment, a significant draft can be created using a relatively 
low exhaust cfm. For this reason, the hanging height of the 
backshelf is particularly critical to its performance and the 
equipment height must be known to properly install the 
hood: The strong draft created by the backshelf hood and 
its close proximity to the cooking equipment make it less 
susceptible to room drafts. If high-heat-producing equip
ment is covered, the contaminants produced will rise too 
quickly to be drawn into the hood; therefore, charbroilers 
and other high-heat cooking equipment cannot be used 
with the backshelf hood. The use of high-heat equipment 
under backshelf hoods will cause grease to burn on the 
hood, producing discoloration, and will increase the 
chance of an inadvertent fire system actuation due to a 
fusible link failure. The backshelf hood requires a stainless 
steel wrapper panel or shroud to enclose the ductwork 
from the hood to the ceiling; thus, the ceiling height and 
hanging height must be known to adequately size these 
panels. While this type of hood requires much more 
detailed information to be properly applied. the backshelf 
hood can perform at lower net exhaust quantities than 
canopy hoods used in the same applications. For exam
ple, some backshelf hoods are UL-clFJ.ssified at exhaust 
ratings as low as 114 cfm (53.8 Us) per linear foot of hood. 
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' rRONT EDGE 
OF BACKSHELF HOOD 

DOUBLE 
OVEN 

THE \./IDE VARIATION IN EQUIPMENT HEIGHT INCREASES 
THE AREA BETWEEN THE BACKSHELF HODD AND 

THE COOKING SURFACE 

USE OF A BACK SHELF HOOD IN THIS APPLICATION 
DECREASES THE VELOCITY OF THE DRAFT ACROSS TH E 

EQUIPMEN T CREATED AND LO WERS THE PERFORMANCE 
. OF THE HOOD 

Figure 5 Backshelf application limitations 

whi le.t11e lowest canopy hood UL classification is 149 cfm 
(70.3 Lis) exhaust per linear foot of hood. Lower net exhaust 
always translates into savings by using smaller fans, bring
ing in less tempered M UA. and exhausting less cond i
tioned air. 

Exhaust-Only Hoods 

The exhaust-only hood is the simplest type of ventila
tion hood. Its performance is based almost entirely on the 
airflow pattern 1t creates when drawing exhaust into the 
capture area. The exhaust is drawn through a set of grease 
fillers or a high-velocity slot to extract the grease from the 
heated air. As contaminants rise off the equipment and 
enter the hood. they conunue to rise to the highest point 
possible. The exhaust filters or slot should be loca_ted high 
in the capture area to exhaust the contaminants as t11ey 
collect 1n this area . The airflow c1eated by t11e ext1aust 
shou ld be aimed along th e hood 's perimeter to a id in 

rollout recapture. as previously d iscussed II the exhaust 
opening is located and aimed prope ty the t1ood w ill 
exhaust all the contaminated air before ext1austing any 
conditioned room ai r and can be balanced to perform al 
peak efficiency. II grease lillers are used. the filter area must 
be sized to c reate filter face velocities within 111e paramelers 
suggested by the filter manufacturer wl1en the hood 1s 
operated at the pro er level or exhaust. 11 the !titer face 
velocity rs too higt1 or loo low. the lllter will note tract g rease 
at 1\s designed efficiency. Some l1oods use h1g h-velocn , 
baffles or slots to extract grease and <'lltn the P. llaust nior 
effec 1vely. The slo design is part icula rly e! ect1v or 
backshell hoods since a hrgt·i-velocrty dral 1s cruc1,.! o 
their performancG. 

There are several advantages to us:ng m:l~ ac1:.:~!-oni\1 

ventilation hoods They are incxpen:;:.F; ;i!1ri re t?.:;,_.,_::v s:''l 
r:>le to install anc.i br.iiance They reo'_1:re no 1vil_J,\ : ;:i:1 ~: o: 
'>UO ly 1r ductv or k. Ca11opy e1: i1aw::t -c; :~:·.:: ,, i.1cJs ::ire: p::: 
:cularly c ood ior use O'Jer h1gii -i·1ec:t1 <~q,J1: .J : nc: :! l i: iic: 11; '.:Y! 

111911 nc: ~Yh;::iuc . needecJ to co:11a111 tirr.: :·:1:11:~: : " •"S · 1q : : I' . 

bulent airflow created by this equipmen t. Backshelf 
exhaust-only hoods are particularly useful when covering 
light to medium cooking loads, due lo their lower net 
exhaust requirements as compared to canopy exhaust
only hoods covering the same equipment. On small 
backshelf hoods, the net exhaust can be low enough to 
eliminate the need fbr MUA entirely. However, if the cook
ing equipment covered varies greatly in height or if the 
equipment stands high off the floor, such as an oven, the 
backshelf hood should not be used (Figure 5). 

Make-Up Air/Compensating Hoods 

The compensating hood is designed to decrease the 
net air loss from the kitchen created by the ventilation hood. 
The manner in which the make-up air is returned through 
the hood determines the benefits and drawbacks of each 
design. There are four basic types of make-up air hoods 

1. Short Circuit 
2. Front Discharge 
3. Down Discharge 
4. Back Discharge 
These four types of MUA return systems have also 

been combined to increase the amount of MUA that can 
be b rought back into the kitchen through the ventilation 
hood . The most important fact to keep in mind when 
analyzing compensating hoods is that the MUA dis
charged by the hood must act to promote the natural rise 
of contaminants off the equipment into the exhaust stream 
and/or to contain the contaminants inside the capture area. 
If the MUA acts against the natural flow of exhaust in the 
hood, the amount of exhaust needed will increase and the 
make-up air will be of no benefit in lowering the net exhaust 
removed from the kitchen. This paper will only analyze wall
type compensating hoods; however, the same principles 
discussed for wall hoods will be applicable to island hoods. 

The short-circuit-type hood was created to combat the 
excessive exhaust requirements of many codes (i.e., NFPA 
96). By introducing MUA into the hood's capture area, the 
M UA can be exhausted before entering the room and the 
net exhaust of the hood can be lowered while meeting the 
exhaust required by code. To maximize the performance 
of this type of hood, the MUA must be diffused into the cap· 
tu re area so as to direct the rising contaminants into the ex· 
haust lilter area . In properly designed short-circuit hoods 
the air stream created by the MUA draws contaminants to 
itself and leads them to the exhaust filters. If the MUA rs 
discharged horizontally across the width of the hood . 1t ca11 
form a barrier between the contaminants and the filter are2 
and will blow contaminants out into the room as MUi'.>, 
bounces off the wall. If the MUA is discharged at a 90 -
angle lo the filter area, it will simply wash the contam1:la:1'.s 
from the filter area and push !hem out into the room (F 1(·1 1 :· -.~ 
6). This type of MUA arrangement is particularly comm o: ·· 
on backshelf hoods utilizi ng a front discharge shorl·crrc~: '. 
neSIC]il (Figure 7) . 

The veloc it y o! the MUA impi11gin9 on til e cx!1a1 .s: 
filters ty1•1cai1y rn 11st not exceed the filter face velocnv 0 1 i " .1 

f'J1UA 'Nill bounce off tl 10 filter s 3nci pusl1 co 11t.3rn111 w ~:-
<:wny lro:n 111 e f 1'1")r i1!e:; Th e MUA slot must be c;i.?0c! cc· 
1 (~cily lo cil!O'-'·' t11e MUA 10 •c?nler the capture are::? ~11 !Ile, ,.,' · 
p ~~: ~; pneci . \\ · t ~de supp:y' l!I] thr.~ nocessar'/ qu;:n~ f ~\ ' .'· 



MUA AT THE PROPER VELOCITY 
AND CORRECTLY AIMED 

INCORRECTLY AIMED MUA INCORRECTLY AIMED MUA 

Figure 6 Airflow patterns created by various short circuit hood designs 

MUA. As with the exhaust-only hood. the filter area should 
be located high in the hood to exhaust contaminants as 
they collect there. This is true of all canopy-style hoods. The 
sl1ort-c1rcuit hood must be carefully balanced to work pro
perly. The MUA and exhaust will not be spread evenly 
throughout the hood; the MUA will tend to spread to the 
ends of the hood and the exhaust will be higher near the 
ducts. Therefore. wl1en balancing the hood. the exhaust 
and M UA quantities must be adjusted to allow the areas 01 
the hood with the highest supply and lowest extiaust to 
work properly. The uneven spread of exl1aust and supply 
air is a common problem with all hOod modes and the 
degree of the problem varies with the hood's MUA and ex
haust plenum size and design. The design of the ductwork 
is another !actor causing an uneven distribution of MUA 
and exhaust In ventilation hoods. 

Becau se air density wi ll chang e as t11e weat her 
changes. 1he hood 's capture could be allected L)y l11e MUA 
density : the hood will work 1l1e worst when the MUA Is cold 
and ·dense. Tt1e cold MUA w111 ten·d to drop and wori< 
against th e rr s1ng contarn1nants ent e ring t11e hood 
Therefore. tlie st1ort-circui1 1ood should be balanced wl1ite 
!lie weather 1s cold to work properly year·round . Because 
the st1on-circu11 hood produces a negai1ve pressure. l1e 
ne exhausl removed by this l"lood must be replaced 
thro11gh the HVAC system 01 tl1rou 11 sorne 01hGr 1 r ot 
MU/~ system. Fa1lur 10 c ccount to1 me ne ·n ust rcn1(w 
ed b /tho sl 1on-c1rcu1H ·pe 11ood is or 10 ol 11 ~ : ii ... '>. c : •· 
mon prol)leff s wll n 111 • vc, t1l1tuo~1 sy::.;::.'ni is C.1"'!11 1 ~1 

planned. 
The next type of compensa11ng hood to IY'! ci1scuss 1~d 

1s il'e !ron: discl1arqe iV)OcJ Wiv:;ri rn;:ike-llp a•: ', d1'o:~i'a' .:i 

ed through the hood's face, it enters the kitchen environ
ment and typically must be tempered. In air-conditioned 
kitchens. the best design for this style of hood dumps the 
MUA in the region in front of the hood, where it can be cap· 
tured by the hood and exhausted without allowing the 
MUA to spread throughout the room . Some hood 
manufacturers use a perforated plate over lhe entire hood 
face to deliver the MUA as slowly as possible into the kit
chen While this design has advantages, recent interpreta
tions in NFPA 96 will soon require the use of fire dampers 
in face grilles, which could make this product extremely dif
ficult (or impossible) to manufacture. In kitchens without air 
conditioning. the face gri lle should discharge at higher 
velocities to help supplement air movement in ttie kitchen. 
As long as the lace grille does not create any strong drafts 
along the face of the hood that would act to draw con
taminants into the room and the exhaust is adequate, this 
design will always work This style of hood can replace up 
to 100% of 1he exhaust air it removes. However. the MUA 
will typically have to be tempered, which could prove to IJe 
costly 

The air·curtain-type compensating hood discharQGS 
air along the perimeter of the hood in a downward stream 
W11en properiy balanced. thco MUA pushes contarn1na:1ts 
trying to rol! out of the hood back into the air stream r1s1n~1 
of[ tl1e equipment. wl 1r:; re they can be exl1austcd. Wl1 e11 t11e 
MU.l:\ d ischarge velocity is too hiQh. it l)lows dcwv11 011 ::10 
r1s1m1 co:1ta;11:na11ts a11d 1ricr,3ases ti1e le,;e! of e.<i·1;1ust 
11eeden to r:.;··nove thc:ri iro:11 the kilchcn Tl1c c rit 1::;:1' 
·.ll';i~!cil y !cJr tr ·re air curtai11 wil: vary cJ.:;pendir1~1 0 11 il1'' i ''>l' 
r1S8 qer1e;;.itr.;ci IJy t11e eqtrrprnent. !Ju! typ1c<1l:y is :y;~1.-.r~ c:·, 
100 10 2'V! 101;·1 (0508 to 1 OH) nl '.ii 1: ~lie air Cil!~ ; :;:· '1 ' 0 
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Figure 7 Airflow pattern created by an improperly designed and 
balanced front discharge compensating backshelf hood 

pihges on the cooking equipment, it may cause the cook· 
ing su rface to heal unevenly. blow out pilot ligt1ts, or cause 
food to cook unevenly. As with the short-circu it hood , the 
MUA gril le o r slot should be sized to aHow the MUA lo 
discharge at an acceptable speed, wl1ile supplying lhe 

correct quantity of M UA. If the M UA is discharged straight 
down or out of the hood, contaminants will be drawn to this 
air stream and out of the hood (Figure 8). 

The air curtain design is also used in conjunct.ion with 
short-circuit and face discharge compensating hoods. On 
short-circuit hoods. the air curtain design does help the 
hood's performance if balanced properly and can provide 
some heat relief to cooks. The amount of air that can be 
discharged through the air curtain in this application is very 
low and this MUA must be tempered. The air curtain works 
better when used in conjunction with a face discharge 
compensating hood. The MUA discharged through the air 
curtain diffuser will require the same amount of tempering 
as the MUA discharged through the face grille; therefore. 
the same MUA unit can supply air to both the face and air 
curtain grilles. The air curtain will also act as a shield to hide 
any air flows created by the face grille that might try to draw 
contaminated air from the capture area. The major benefit 
of the air curtain design is the heat relief provided to 
the cooks by blowing air directly on them : however, this 
benefit is derived only when the MUA is correctly 
tempered. 

Tl'\e back-discharge-type compensating hood is the 
newest type of MUA hood (Figure 9). This design is used 
mostly in con1unction with low-elm, exhaust-only hoods. 
This is typically accomplished by mounting a MUA plenum 
behind the hood lo distribute air bel1ind the cooking equip
ment.. By discharging the air on the floor, it is less noticeable 
to the cook because it is not impinging on his or her expos
ed skin. This MUA system also allows the HVAC diffusers 
to spread conditioned air throughout the kitchen as they 
were originally intended. Face-grille-type MUA hoods will 
affect the air flow patterns created by HVAC diffusers in the 

MUA AT THE PROPER VELOCITY MUA DISCHARGE VELOCITY INCORRECTLY AIMED MUA 
AND CDRRECTL Y AIMED TDD HIGH DISCHARGE VELOCITY TDD HIGH 

Figure 8 Airflow patterns crcateci by various mr cur rain dr;sign co·n:)·.'':'S i?!inr; h,1oris 
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Figure 9 Airflow pattern created by typical canopy type back 

discharge compensating hood 

kitchen . Because the back discharge MUA design is 
typically incorporated with !ow-elm exhaust hoods. the 
amount of MUA that must be discharged into the kitchen 
usirig this design is low. The back discharge hood is par
ticularly good in warm environments where discharging 
warm air through a face-grille-type compensating hood 
would work against the ef!ects of any air-conditioning sup
plied to the kitchen. Another benefit to the back discharge 
compensating hood is that its balance is not crucial to its 
performance and it can provide up lo 1000/o MUA. The 
back MUA plenum also serves as a backsplash and a 
standoff for the hood. 

All the hood designs discussed have advantages and 
disadvantages. When applied properly. each hood design 
can provide excellent service. ll 1s difficult to test all the liood 
designs under identica l conditions without building a test 
k1tclien and carefu lly controll ing the room drafts and 
building pressure. In an effort to see if capture performance 
can be increased by using MUA to contain or direct con
taminated air. two compensating hoo designs were tested 
with various levels o: MUA. The paper has analyzed hood 
designs from a qualitative viewpo1nl up to now: the test data 
will provide quantitative results of the capture performance 
or particular hood designs. The results of each test are 
analyzed separalely. 

The following equipment was used to conduct the 
tests -an electronic m1cromanomeier. a rotating vane 
anemometer, and smoke test candles The micro
manometer was used to traverse t11e duct•.vork to ar1 ive al 
cfm values. T1-1e anernomeier wa s used to measure roon1 
dral;s ancj grille and slot d1sch2rg-? ve iocr:ies Tne smoke:~ 
candies were pl2ced cen!ra:::: on each p1xe of cqu iprner1t 
cJurinq Ille tests a11d were al:uNec.1 to disclnrge comp!e1e:v 
/-\!i l1:;st1n(J v:as performed 1,-_i;:i-1 t!lS CCJ0~.!:1g t~qu1pn1ent 3 ; 

Test Data-Experiment One 

The first hood tested was an air-curtain-type compen
sating island-style hood located at a high school. The 
following data were gathered concerning the installation: 

Hood Dimensions. 

Outside Dimensions Capture Area 
12 ft 10 in length (3.91 m) 11 ft 10 in length (3.61 m) 
9 ft 10 in width (3.00 m) 8 ft width (2.44 m) · 
32 in height (0.81 m) 28 in height (0.71 m) 
MUA Slot Design. A 53/4 in (0.146 m) wide slot 

directed toward the floor extending around the perimeter 
of the hood. No louvers or grilles. A perforated plate was 
positioned in the slot approximately 6 in (0.152 m) from the 
lower edge of the hood . 

Filtration. Twelve 20 in by 20 in (0.508 m by 0.508 m) 
mesh filters in V-bank configuration. 

Cooking Equipment and Dimensions of its 
Heated Surfaces. 

1. Tilt skillet-14.3 kW-24 in by 42 in (0.610 m by 
1.067 m) 

2. Steam kettle-32.4 kW-30 in diameter (0.762 m) 
3. Three convection steamers-211 /2 in by 29 in 

(0.546 m by 0. 737 m) (power output not marked on 
equipment) 

4. Electric fryer-22 kW-13 in by 221/2 in (0.330 m by 
0.902 m) 

5. Two convection ovens-22 kW--38 in by 37 in 
(0.965 m by 0.940 m) 

6. Two convection ovens-22 kW-38 in by 37 in 
(0.965 m by 0.940 m) 

Building Pressure. Front door-0.02 in water (4.98 
Pa) negative. Back door-O.G1 in water (2.49 Pa) negative 

Pertinent Information. 
1. Height from cooking surface to lower edge of the 

hood was 43 in (1.092 m) . 
2. Hood hanging height was 78 in (1 .981 m) A.F.F. 
3. Hood overhang was sufficient except over the con

vection steamers, which had only 3 in (0.076 m) 
overhang at the right side and front edge of the 
hood. All other equipment had at least 6 in (0-152 m) 
of overhang. 

4 A 19 in by 38 in (0.483 m by 0.965 m) sidewall air
conditioning diffuser was located approximately 4 
ft (1 .22 m) from the left end of the hood, causing a 
300 to 120 fpm (1524 to 0.610 mis) breeze along the 
left edge of the hood, directed as shown in Figure 2 

Test Data-Experiment Two 

The second hood tested was a short-circuit compe11-
sating wall -style hood located at a restaurant in a shopp111g 
center in Raleigh, NC The following data were C.J i-lti l •? rr')c~ 
co11cerning this insta llation 

Hood Dimensions. 

Outside Dimensions Capture Area 
11It8 ::-, ie11gtil !3556 1'71) 11 !t 8 1n lenQ!l1(l 55G 1r,) 
48 111 v .. ;di h (1 219 :Ti; ·~2 i11 w1clt!1 (1 067 rnl 
24 iil lic~igli : (0610 :n1 24 in he1 q! 1~ (061 1] , ,-,, 

MUA Slot Design. :, :.;: :.o 111(0.0891; 1\ ·-"" ;._-, :_, ; ): :" _;~: 
1Juec ~ e\.' i ai ~ t ie filt er~:· f\JQ kJ!J \'f~ f S or gn!k~~ /\ :.!S' '; ~i: -·: ~ ~ ; 
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plate was positioned in the MUAplenum approximately 
6 in (0.152 m) from the discharge point. 

Filtration. Seven 20 in by 20,in (0.508 by 0.508 m) 
aluminum baffle filt~rs . . 

Cooking Equipment a·nd Dimensions of its 
Heated Surface. 

1 . Gas fryer-98.000 Btu/h (28. 7 kW)-211 /2 in by 14 
. in (0.546 m by 0.356 m) · 

2. Gas fryer-105,000 Btu/h (30.7 kW)-211/2 in by 14 
in (0.546 m by 0.356 m) 

3. Chain broiler and flat grill-71,000 Btu/h (20.8 
kW)-32 in by 21 in (0.813 m by 0.533 m) 

Building Pressure. Front door-O.D15 in water (3.74 
Pa) negative; back door-0.025 in water (6. 23 Pa) negative. 

Pertinent Information. 
1 . Height from cooking surface to lower edge of the 

hood was 42 in (1.067 m) . 
2. l;-lood hanging height was 78 in (1.981 m) A.F.F. 
3. Hood overhang was more than sufficient: There was 

al least 9 in (0.229 m) of overhang on every piece of 
equipment. · 

4 Two 2 ft by 2 ft (0.610 m by 0.610 m) perforated plate 
ceiling dittuser.s were positioned along the length of 
the hood approximately 30 in (0.762 m) from the 
hood's front edge. These aiifusers discharged OUI· 
side air 1n this region at a face velocity of appro · 
1mately 200 fpm (1.016 mis) to help relieve any 

. negative pressure c reated by the hood. 

DISCUSSION-EXPERIMENT ONE 

In experiment one the first objective was to determine 
the minimum obtainable exhaust that would still contain all 
the smoke created by the smoke bomb without supplying 
any make·up air to the hood. Due to the air-conditioning dif
fuser mentioned previously .. lhe hood would not capture 
t11e smoke at the left end of the hood. With the exhaust at 
9800 elm (4626 Us) and the make-up air turned off , the 
smoke still drifted to the left end of the hood .. where it was 
entrained into the diffuser's draf and blown onto t11e floor 
and oul into the kltchen. Disregarding the performance of 
the hood in this area, \he exhaust Ian was adiusted to its 
lowest setting At 5861 elm (2681 Us) exhaust. the hood 
captured the smoke 1n every region except on the lefl end . 
11 1s my optrnon that a lower exhaust sett ing would have 
b een adequate had the dralls created by lhe air 
cond1t1on1ng diffuser not been present . Following is a com
parison of th is ext1ausl level with that specified by other 
design methods · 

NFPA 96 
Manufacturer's Data 
(Light Load) 
(UL Classification) 
G reenheck Design 
Method 
Actu al Test Exhausl 

. 14,400 elm (679 Lis) 
6160 cfni (2908 Lis) 

4806 cfm (2269 Lis) 

5681 cfr11 (2681 Lis) 
The net.I goal 1Nas tri det8'rn iw·: nu:: 1Y11.Jch r:1 ;~ i -:e -u p 

.::iir cou! cJ he introduced v·m i·111v:: e .: i;;:•r;1 1'ur:l s '. 5681 d:n 
(2681 Lis) •..vhite ma1nta1n111c; c.~n· · .: -0 !), :; r,,;;• F:• r! "·::1 ti• •; !Yf 
fo rrnance O' the lef t Std O o! p-~ (! r-1 0~Yl. ~ : •l' ! ' !): <:·.~! k~ ~1r~! r.! ! 
.su ;JrJ l'j ::1 t: t~;~! CO! Jlr_j hr ; i ) ~ :J.· (1r~(J -.1 ·! ; ·~: ! ~): i

1

1 ~~ ;1.: •· , 1·1 :,1 1(; 

C 8p\~..Jr~-.·/a c; 24 2 1 cirn(11 :'13~ 1\) ,.\ :: ;·,,·; '..~'.: :rJ;;~ .. ~;-~ "f( ~ : ~!1. 1 

f o tlr..J\-'.' ~ ~ ·! q o!Jser\1;.:j t1rj r1 s '//C: ":J :Y (; ::"; 

1 . The average M UA discharge velocity was 221 fpm 
(1.123 mis). This velocity varied from 330 to 120 fpm 
(1.676 to 0.610 mis). 

2 .When the M UA discharge velocity was above 220 
fpm (1.016 mis), the supply air would impinge upon 
the cooking surface. causing some turbulence in 
the smoke rising off the front portion of the cooking 
equipment. 

3 .More recapture of the smoke in the hood was 
noticed after turning on the supply air. The air cur
tain seemed to draw the rising smoke a.way from the 
filter rack, causing more smoke to :pass the filters 
and roll around in the hood before being exhausted. 

4 .The MUA improved the hood's capture on its left 
end, but did not eliminate the escape of smoke into 
the room . The hood's air curtain in this region 
blocked smoke from escaping at the lower edge of 
the hood, but as the smoke was entrained into the 
downward flow, it would begin to drift out from under 
the hood. 

5 .A smoke bomb released in the MUA fan indicated 
approximately 60% of the supply air was drawn into 
the hood and 40% spread out into the kitchen . It 
was hard to gauge the effect of the MUA on the 
kitchen environment since an undetermined 
amount of MUA was mixing with the room's cond1· 
tioned air . 

The hood manufacturer specifies that 6160 cfm (2908 
Us) exhaust and 5420 cfm (2558 Us) supply should be 
used for this application. The actual net loss of air from the 
kitchen was much greater than that specified by the manu
facturer; however, the primary cause of the hood's lack of 
performance was an air-conditioning diffuser's location. 
The test seems to indicate that while the hood probably 
could not operate at the manufacturer's specifications, the 
fans suggested by these specifications could be adjusted 
to the proper level to make the hood capture. The test also 
st1ows the exhaust requirements of NFPA 96 are much 
greater than necessary when the hood is not subjected to 
strong room drafts. The most important conclusion to be 

· drawn from the lest is that the HVAC design is critical to th e 
hood's performance. When improperly designed th e 
HVAC system can prevent the hood from working. regard· 
less of the amount of exhaust or supply being used 

. Several modifications could be made to this l1ood th at 
would improve its performance. Use of grease filters w1tli 
a l1igher static pressure would spread the exhaust more 
evenly throughou t11e hood ancJ improve the capture at the 
ends of the l1ood The grease filter face velocity varie l'1 
!)etween 140 and 480 fpm (0 711 and 2 438 mis) with tl1e 
mesh filters In my opinion. directing the iv1UA into tlw loooci 
by use of a gril le with angled vanes would 1rnp1ovc !11 0 
hood's Ci1plure The MUA slot 011 thi s hood ci: sc li :~ ' ::c', : 
f'vl U/\ straigl ii d o·Nn, caus111~1 some smoke anci Sl ipp., :1 : 

to be blown onto the fl oor where they ci1ssipa1ec1 111 to :• :,, 
1oon ; Bv ciirec· ~1ci tl1 e MlJ/\ 11110 Ilic lioocl. this \\ Ol 1 c: .. ,. 
u :r;1 ;r: l1oweve : t h:~ 10ve i of MU;\ usc!cJ wrn1l li : i . l \ C.' : • : ·· ' 

lry:1• : r(~(_j tor i :; -;• ' · :q1 Cdp!t1 rr; 

DISCUSSION-EXPERIMENT TWO 

l::( :l p (~ r 1 ;r· : '''.! \ \ 'O qi :_ ; ~ii-)l ii_~'J (! Ci· vcvv:istn 1. ; ;t •· : ·· 
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the smoke created by the smoke bomb inside the hood 
with the MUA fan turned off. The exhaust fans were set at 
their lowest setting. The exhaust was measured at 2718 cfm 
(1283 Us). At this level of exhaust with the MUA fan turned 
off, a 185 fpm (0.940 m/s} d ischarge velocity could be 
measured in t11e MUA slot. This draft was created by the 
negative pressure in the building caused by the MUA fan 
being off . Approximately 440 cfm (208 Us) was being 
drawn through the MUA slot: therefore, the net air loss from 
the kitchen was approximately 2278 cfm (1075 Us). The 
hood smoke tested beautifully at this setting. 

The MUA fan was then turned on and the supply air 
volume dampers were adjusted to find out how much MUA 
could be added to the hood wh ile maintaining its capture 
ability. After many tests, the average supply slot velocity 
was finally set at 608 fpm (0.305 mis}. This provid ed 1447 
cfm (683 Us) internally to the ~iood 's capture area, which 
created a net ai r loss from the kitchen of 1271 cfm (600 Us). 
The hood still captured all the smoke created by the smoke 
bomb at these settings. These results were quite amazing. 
After rechecking the figures and readings and cross
referencing fan curves, the performance of this hood was 
confirmed. There was no turbulence in the hood, despite 
the high discharge velocity df the MUA slot. This can be 
attributed to the perfect alignment of the MUA slot relative 
to the filters. 

There were several factors contributing to the highly 
efficient performance of this hood. The hood had two 
exhaust risers. This created very little variation in the 
exhaust filter face velocity. The filter face velocities ranged 
from 170 to 260 fpm (0.864 to 1.321 m/s); the average 
velocity through each filter ranged from 204 to 232 fpm 
(1.036 to 1.179 mis). The MUA slot velocity was also rela
tively even. The MUA slot velocity varied from 440 to 730 
fpm (2.235 to 3.708 mis}. Fortunately, the highest MUA slot 
velocities were located m regions with higher exhaust 
velocities. The most significant factor contributing to the 
hood's performance was the kitchen's perfect environ
ment. There were virtually no drafts in the region of the 
hood, and the two ceiling dittusers- rnentioned previously 
- eliminated the negative pressure created by the hood 
along the cooking line. The excessive overhang and lack 
of cooking equipment under this hood also helped its per
formance (The chain broiler was 6 ft by 2 ft (1.829 rn by 
0.610 m) in overall size. but on:y had a 32 in by 21 in 
(0.813 m by 0.539 m] cooking surface) 

A comparison of the minimum net exhaust level 
arrived at througl1 testing with t11at specifi ed by other 
design methods reveals the following 

NFPA 96 4085 cfm (1928 Us) 
Manufacturer's Data 2929 cfm (1382 Lis) 
(UL Classification) 
Greenheck Design 21 58 elm (101 9 Lis) 
Method 
Actual Test Exhaust 2718 el m (1283 Lis) 
Net Exh all st During Tes; 1271 cfi:i (600 Lis) 
Th e test ind icates that th ·2 :1·1;_111ufa:.:t ure1 s data are 

closcsi to the a:::t11al 11ceds of l!'e s·1s!cn' Ti•-:? :i18 nulacturc: 
sp Gc d ios u o to ?QO/O o : th e e :\!l3ust r:r.; n l )e :-r1ade u;~~ 
n·irouc;lr 1:i terna li)' c!; sch ;3~~; e cJ rv1 1_11~ '-"' ' ' '-~ '' :i1c i1oorJ is s·:'. 
<l i its UL-ct:iss.l1ed exh8i !SI ie.i"~i ;/ 2':·'. :::f :·n 11 10 5 U:.; i ; ' ·' ~ 
hnea: icw)t o! ~ ;CJod Tnc~ 1 1~) S": : r · ... s ·: ~ -:-: · ·:·, ~ : · · ·~ .i .. ~ :=!! ·~) ~ua'. ~(;; 1 

the hood achieved a 53% MUA to exhaust ratio over a 
medium cooking load with an exhaust level of 233 crm (110 
Us) per linear foot of hood. I do not believe the results could 
improve to the manufacturer's claims: however, the speci
fications provided by the UL classification of this hood 
seem to be the closest approximation to the hood's actual 
performance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the tests indicate there are differences 
between hood designs_ These difference s can b e 
measured in terms of the design's efficiency, effect on the 
kitchen environment, and cost or operation. When choos
ing a hood design, all these factors must be considered _ 

The tests indicate that a properly designed com
pensating hood can reduce the net exhaust required to 
capture the contaminants produced by a line of cooking 
equipment. The efficiency of the compensating hood is 
largely controlled by the d irection and velocity or its M UA 
slot. If the MUA discharges in a manner that creates tu r
bulence or fights the natural rise of heated air from the 
cooking surface, the compensating hood will not function 
eff iciently. The MUA should act to contain contaminants 
inside the capture area andfor direct them toward exhaust 
fillers without causing turbulence. Similar types of hoods 
can perform very differently due to variations in slot, grille, 
and filter d imensions and locations. The objective of this 
report is to identi fy the limitations and advantag es of the 
basic designs currently in use and the types of designs 
to avoid. 

Another conclusion drawn from the test results is that 
a hood's UL classificat ion and/or listing is a reasonably 
close estimate of the actual exhaust and supply require
m ents o f th e hood . Wh ile the supply req ui rem ents 
specified are usually higher than achievable. the exhaust 
and supply fans provided to obtain the UL-specified values 
can usually be ad1usted so the hood operates properly. 
The UL classification and/or listing will also satisfy most 
code requ irements: therefore. this appears to be the most 
accurate and acceptable way to estimate exhaust and 
supply air requirements for kitchen ventilation t1oods 

Several installations were tested that d id not provide 
any type of useful informa1 ion. These installations had 
operational p roblems that would noi allow the tests to be 
performed in 1he manner desired. Some of the problems 
I encountered are listed below 

!. An air-curtain-type hood was found with a gravity 
feed MUA duct. The MUA plenum was coated w1 11 
grease. which collects there when contaminated 
heated air travels up into this plenum during opera
tion of the cooking equipment. 

2 Air -conditioning return grilles within 4 ft (1 22 m) of 
the hood. Tl1ese grilles prevented the l1ooci i rom 
capturing at any level of exhaust. 

3 Rusted pulleys that could not be adjusted . foe 
pulleys could not be changed because tire'./ .'.1,;1 e 
1 usied 10 the shalt of tho mo!or 

~ No MUA d ;.Jmpers 1:1 •he cJ uc:1ork or hoocJ. ca'JS
inc-J lill8V8n ci; s trib1_11;C)!I 01 (hr; rv:LJL lilfOU './·10 1_1 ' 

the l1 oori. 
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found blocked with debris not tillered out by the 
MU~ fan. 

7. Broken belts on exhaust and supplv fans. 
8. Hoods with equipment protruding from underneath 

them .. 
9. Hoods with missing or damaged filters. 
These installations indicate that any kitchen ventilation 

system is useless if not properly applied and maintained. 
Every hood must be balanced to perform properly. 

The hood must also be maintained to keep its balance. The 
filter and duct system must be regularly cleaned, and the 
fans must be periodically checked and serviced. Peak per-

.· 

formance and efficiency can only be achieved by proper 
adjustment and maintenance of the ventilation hood. 
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